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In this seminar, Sharon re-envisions the Five 

Pillars of Effective Reading to better reflect 

how students learn to read. In addition to re-
positioning comprehension as the overarching 

goal atop the pillars, participants will consider 

how accurate fluent reading, content 

knowledge, oral language and vocabulary, 

reading-writing connections, and a repertoire 

of metacognitive strategies to use as needed 

each serve comprehension in essential and 

non-negotiable ways.#

[The following are key selected slides from 

this seminar.]
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Comprehension involves interaction 
between readers and texts but also between 
readers themselves
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One Technique: Using Synergy to 
Enhance Learning

' “Synergy describes how the joint actions of people 
working together increase each other’s effectiveness. 
This strategy gets students moving and talking [and 
writing] while learning… Each participant ends up 
having a better understanding as a result of this 
interaction (synergy).”  
   How the Brain Learns by David A. Sousa

What happened here?

• Reading!

•Writing!

• Listening!

• Speaking
AKA—

Comprehension!!!
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“Cramming more 
content per minute, 
or moving from one 
piece of learning to 
the next, virtually 
guarantees that little 
will be learned or 
retained.” !
!
Eric Jenson, Teaching with the 
Brain in Mind

''Brain research indicates that two facets 
of learning must be present…

External Input!
The learner receives!
information from an !
outside source.!
!
Internal Processing 

Time!
The learner uses that!
information to create!
new meaning.

!
!
!

'''''''''''' 
!

It’s ALL About 
Comprehension
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Comprehension is multi-faceted, with 
metacognitive strategy instruction playing 

one—but only one—important part. 

 
 

A three-faceted approach !
to comprehension strategy instruction

 
Kindergarten*
and*Grade*1*

 
 

Grades*2*and*3*

  
 

Grades*4*and*5*
*

Comprehension7*
Facilita;ng*
Experiences*

*

Focus*Strategy**
Units*

*

Integrated*Strategy*
Units*
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The Gradual Release of Responsibility Model  
Applied to Comprehension Strategy Instruction

P. David Pearson and Margaret Gallagher

Grades'KE1 Grades'2E3 Grades'5E6

      “The Chicken Sisters”

“Look and 
listen for how 
I’m teaching 
students to 
comprehend.” 
!
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• Pay attention to what 
the characters are like 

• Use the pictures 

 
Kindergarten*
and*Grade*1*

 
 

Grades*2*and*3*

  
 

Grades*4*and*5*
*

Comprehension7*
Facilita;ng*
Experiences*

*

Focus*Strategy**
Units*

*

Integrated*Strategy*
Units*
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!
!
!

'''''''''''' 
!

It’s ALL About 
Comprehension

Oral Language & 
Vocabulary

Background 
Knowledge

Reading-Writing 
Connections

American)Educator)(Fall'2010)'arOcle'
by'Susan'B.'Neuman

' “To be successful, 
children need to 
learn both code and 
content knowledge.”!

    The code skills “must 
be accompanied by a 
massive, in-depth, and 
ever-growing 
foundation of factual 
knowledge.”
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Our nonfiction reading 
collection should...

✓Account'for'50'percent'of'a'classroom’s'
literacy'materials'

✓Contain'texts'on'a'variety'of'topics'and'
subgenres'

✓ lnclude'a'range'of'text'complexity'

✓Help'build'a'coherent'body'of'knowledge

"
"

If a student doesn’t 
understand what he reads, 
it might be that there’s too 

wide a gap between his 
oral language development 
and the texts he’s trying to 

read and understand.

' Clearly if we are to improve children’s ability 
to profit from education, we will have to 
enrich their oral language development 
during the early years of schooling.

Language and Reading Success !
by Andrew Biemiller

12
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Early Intervention Matters…

“…and it matters most for children who 
enter with less.”

Coyne, Simmons, and Kame’enui, “Vocabulary Instruction for Young Children at Risk!
of Experiencing Reading Difficulties,” Vocabulary Instruction: Research to Practice.

The Writing-to-Reading 
Connection

Wri>ng+to+Read:+Evidence+for+ 
How+Wri>ng+Can+Improve+Reading+ 

(Carnegie Corporation Report, March 2010)

1. Does writing about 
reading really enhance 
students’ comprehension 
of text?!

"

Have students write 
about texts they read.

13
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Wri>ng+to+Read:+Evidence+for+ 
How+Wri>ng+Can+Improve+Reading  

(Carnegie Corporation Report, March 2010)"

2. Does teaching writing 
strengthen students’ 
reading skills? !

Teach students the 
writing skills and 
process that go into 
creating texts.

14
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'''     A teacher’s day should 
make sense. Teachers who 
can see a wholeness and 
simplicity in their 
curriculum have an easier 
task of organizing their day 
than those who are 
frustrated or intimidated 
by what they interpret as 
the increasing complexity 
of the curriculum 
demanded of them.

Myrtle'Simpson,'Reading(in(Junior(Classes'
New'Zealand'Department'of'EducaOon'

' When we recognize 
that learning to 
read is all about 
comprehension 
our task becomes 
more simplified and 
sensible than we 
could have ever 
imagined.
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